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SHANGHAI: Chinese firms are encouraging staff
to buy Huawei smartphones following Canada’s
arrest of a top Huawei executive on a US extra-
dition request, which has triggered an outpour-
ing of nationalist support.

Several companies are offering employees
subsidies for Huawei phone purchases, while oth-
ers have even warned staff against buying Apple
products.  In eastern China, Fuchun Technology
said “nearly sixty” out of its 200 employees have
taken advantage of 100 to 500 yuan ($15 to $29)
Huawei phone subsidies as of yesterday. 

Another tech firm, Chengdu RYD Information
Technology, has offered 15 percent subsidies,
though it declined to disclose how many
employees have actually taken advantage of the
benefits. “We are supportive of good China-
made brands,” a spokeswoman told AFP, adding
that the subsidies are part of employee benefits
and were not “guided by the government.” One
company has even threatened to fine employees

who buy iPhones, charging them 100 percent of
the smartphone’s market price. 

“Stop buying US brands for company equip-
ment,” Shenzhen-based Menpad said in an
internal notice, confirmed by AFP. The surge of
patriotism began after Meng Wanzhou, Huawei’s
chief financial officer, was detained in Canada
on December 1 on a US extradition request
linked to sanctions-breaking business dealings
with Iran.

She has since been released on bail pending
her US extradition hearing, and is now living
under electronic surveillance in a luxury home in
Vancouver. Ottawa has repeatedly said Meng’s
arrest was not political but rather part of a judi-
cial process in keeping with an extradition
treaty with Washington.

But some in China see Meng’s arrest as part
of a broader conspiracy to suppress China’s
high-tech enterprises, with nationalist tabloid
Global Times accusing Washington of “resorting

to a despicable rogue’s approach” because it
cannot stop Huawei’s progress in the 5G market.

The internal notices announcing the Huawei
subsidies started circulating on China’s Twitter-
like Weibo earlier this month, and have split
Chinese internet opinion.

Some users were in favor of buying phones
in the name of patriotism, while others ques-
tioned whether or not Chinese firms were simply
leveraging Huawei’s case as a marketing strate-
gy or branding opportunity. “Those companies
are conscientious for standing by Huawei’s side,”
praised one Weibo user, using a thumb’s up
emoji. “The government should also publish an
official document to support domestic brands.”

But another user, who said they supported
Huawei, criticised the practise of punishing staff
who purchase Apple products. To win respect,
domestic tech brands should “keep fighting
despite setbacks and adopt an attitude of not
accepting defeat,” they said. — AFP

Chinese firms offer subsidies on 
Huawei phones in show of support

India to send 
three-person 
crew on landmark 
space mission
NEW DELHI: India will send a three-member
team into orbit for up to a week when it launches
its first manned space mission expected in 2022,
the government announced Friday. 

Indian ministers approved $1.4 billion to pro-
vide technology and infrastructure for the pro-
gram, according to a government statement. The
sum would make India’s one of the cheapest
manned space programs, stepping up its space
rivalry with China. But the statement said India
also hopes to take part in “global” space projects.

India will become the fourth nation after
Russia, the United States and China to send a
manned mission into space.

Ministers approved financing to launch an
Indian-developed craft into a “low earth orbit” for
a duration ranging from one orbital period to a
maximum of seven days, the statement said.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced in
August that India will launch a manned space
flight by 2022 with at least one astronaut. The
cabinet had not approved the project however.

There will be two unmanned and one manned
flights to launch the Gaganyaan (Sky-Vehicle)
Program, the statement said. Without giving a
date for the blast off, the government said the
manned flight would be “within 40 months” of
Friday’s meeting. 

Modi has hailed the national space program as
a prestige project. The government has stated
that space flights will boost the economy, gener-
ate jobs and enhance capabilities in areas such as
medicine, agriculture and fighting pollution.

A successful manned mission would allow
India to become a “collaborating partner in
future global space exploration initiatives with
long term national benefits,” said the statement.
The country has invested heavily in its space
program in the past decade. The Indian Space
Research Organization announced in July that it
planned to send an unmanned mission to the
moon in 2019. 

India launched an orbiter to Mars in 2013
which is still operational and last year launched
a record 104 satellites in one blast-off. New
Delhi is competing with other international
players for a greater share of the satellite mar-
ket, and hopes its low-cost space program will
give it an edge.

China put its first humans into space in 2003
but its Shenzhou program cost more than $2.3 bil-
lion. Experts say the United States spent the
equivalent of about $110 billion at current values
on preparatory flights and the mission to put the
first man on the moon in 1969. — AFP
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NASA spaceship closes
in on distant world
TAMPA: NASA’s unmanned New Horizons spacecraft is closing
in on its historic New Year’s flyby target, the most distant world
ever studied, a frozen relic of the solar system some four billion
miles (6.4 billion kilometers) away.

The cosmic object, known as Ultima Thule, is about the size of
the US capital, Washington, and orbits in the dark and frigid
Kuiper Belt about a billion miles beyond the dwarf planet, Pluto.

The spacecraft’s closest approach to this primitive space rock
comes January 1 at 12:33 am ET (0533 GMT).  Until then, what it
looks like, and what it is made of, remain a mystery.

“This is a time capsule that is going to take us back four and a
half billion years to the birth of the solar system,” said Alan Stern,
the principal investigator on the project at the Southwest
Research Institute, during a press briefing Friday.

A camera on board the New Horizons spacecraft is currently
zooming in on Ultima Thule, so scientists can get a better sense
of its shape and configuration-whether it is one object or several.

“We’ve never been to a type of object like this before,” said
Kelsi Singer, New Horizons co-investigator at the Southwest
Research Institute. 

About a day prior, “we will start to see what the actual shape
of the object is,” she said. The spacecraft entered “encounter
mode” on December 26, and is “very healthy,” added Stern.

Communicating with a spacecraft that is so far away takes six
hours and eight minutes each way-or about 12 hours and 15 min-
utes round trip. New Horizons’ eagerly awaited “phone home”
command, indicating if it survived the close pass-at a distance of

just 2,200 miles (3,500 kilometers) — is expected January 1 at
10:29 am (1529 GMT). Until then, the New Horizons spacecraft
continues speeding through space at 32,000 miles (51,500 kilome-
ters) per hour, traveling almost a million miles per day. And NASA
scientists are eagerly awaiting the first images. “Because this is a
flyby mission, we only have one chance to get it right,” said Alice
Bowman, missions operations manager for New Horizons. The
spacecraft, which launched in 2006, captured stunning images of
Pluto when it flew by the dwarf planet in 2015. — AFP

This artist’s illustration obtained from NASA  shows the New
Horizons spacecraft encountering 2014 MU69 - nicknamed
“Ultima Thule” - a Kuiper Belt object that orbits one billion miles
beyond Pluto. — AFP

BEIJING: A man looks at a Huawei smartphone at the brand’s store in Beijing
on Friday. — AFP


